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NEWSLETTER  AUGUST  2019.

Only a small number of  members were welcomed to our August meeting and AGM, with 6 
apologies.

The good news is that Keith Day has left hospital and Mt. Wilga rehabilitation centre and is 
at home, our toy production is progressing with the 20 plus Batmobiles almost completed 
and the Ball Game toys well on their way as well as some hardwood found (thanks to the 
Shed's new president Kevin Wallace) to commence the turning of the dumbbells, our AGM 
returned last year's committee 'intact,' the donated GMC lathe was sold for $75 on eBay 
by Ian McKay, thanks to Russ Pinch for repairing one of our Nova lathes. Next month our 
Spring Raffle will be run so please bring along as many suitable raffle items as possible.
The Shed's AGM was also held during August with all four elected office bearers changing; 
as above Kevin Wallace is our new President, David Boyd the new VP, John Barrett the 
new secretary and Michael Kevin the new treasurer. 

Convenor Lindsay was our demonstrator for the day, giving an outline of what was to 
follow after lunch, then commencing Show & Tell.

First  was Rusty's coloured bowl,  'terracotta'  inside 
and  with  a  green  outside  using  food  colours. 
Discussion on how to disguise the small crack near 
the bowl's  top suggested that this  could be done 
with CA glue and repainting with a heavier? coat of 
the green colouring.

Lloyd presented a 'fractal machine' made following 
Brendon's 
demo  last 
month.  eBay 
supplied  the 
10Kv  trans-
former  and 
foot  pedal 
with  the 
electrodes' 
insulation 
made  from  a 
broken  golf  club.  An  example  of  the  (successful) 
results,  Lichtenberg  Fractals,  is  shown  in  the 
adjacent photo. 

Elwyn  showed  his  results  with  the  patten  copier 
lathe attachment making many rails and a full towel 
dryer.  The  copier  was  difficult  to  achieve  good 
spindle mainly due to its pointed turning tool. 



At  approximately  12  noon  the  meeting  was 
adjourned and the 2019 AGM was commenced. 
Again there was nothing controversial  and last 
year's committee was re-elected.

Lindsay's  demonstration  on  the  subject 
Basics...Start  to  Finish commenced  with  a 
ranging discussion  of many of the fundamentals 
and  preparation  of  woods  and  woodworking. 
Amongst the items demonstrated was an array 
of hammers that are used for the various special applications: the 24 ounce general use 
hammer, upholstery hammer, boot hammer, leather and epoxy headed hammer, inertia 
hammer used to reduce the energy shock to the wood etc, and a small hammer for glass 
frames when using the flat end. 

Sharpening  wood  chisels  and  planes  were  discussed  and  the 
angles  for  hard  and  soft  woods,  oil  stones  and  stropping  on 
leather  surfaces  using  white  'compound,'  and  finally  diamond 
honing. Recycling worn oil stones using a plate glass slab with 
fine sand and oil lubricant to level the stone was mentioned.
 

A short exposure of glass cutting using a diamond cutter with an 
attached nibbler that can cut circles such as for clock faces was 
included.



Cabinet  scrapers   and 
other  scraping  tools  were 
discussed  and 
demonstrated  including  a 
rundown  on  knives  and 
rulers  etc  which  can  be 
modified to become useful 
scraping  tools.  Use  of  a 
ticketing tool to form a fine 
burr is useful and a file or 
even  a  concrete  step  can 
be  used  for  rough/initial 
scraper sharpening.
Scraping  of  non  wood 
includes  acrylic  and 
perspex  with  the  latter 
further smoothed by edge 
melting  with  a  small  hot 
flame.

Sanding and shaping were 
addressed. The careful use 
of  angle  grinders  fitted 
with  Velcro  or  sensitive 
sticky compound are used 
to  hold  all  grades  of 
sanding  papers.  Best  use 
initially  80  grit  for  rough 
work  or  gross  removal  of 
wood such as the removal 
of  corners,  hard  paint  or 
bevelling.  Final  work  with 
grinders  should  be  with 
240 grit. 

Note  that  angle  grinders 
can  be  used  (with  care) 
with more aggressive metal 
grinding wheels for rapid removal of wood around bowl flanges or for erosion type bowls 
followed by judicious use of finer sanding. 

Drum sanding can be used using 180 – 240 grit fixed on a drum of suitable diameter held 



in place with tight wedge, or rolled and glued on a drum diagonally, and spun on a lathe 
between centres.

Other tools for shaping include everything from dental drills to Dremel grinding drills with 
a variety of shaped 'heads', or make your own from tent-pole ends. These have shanks 
about 6 mm in diameter and the attached 20 mm hard plastic plug can be ground to the 

shape required then 
wrapped  with  thin 
strips  of  sandpaper 
and  glued  with  CA. 
These  homemade 
units  can  be  very 
useful.

Piercing  drills  are 
available  in  a  range 
of  sizes  and  their 
holes  can  be 
enlarged/modified 
using a circular scroll 
saw blade hand held 
within a champagne cork or with proprietary fine drilling units. 

The included photos show part of a large range sanding tools which can be useful  and 
time saving for turning operations. 

At this stage time ran out,  but we were shown a galaxy of  useful ideas and tools to 
explore and utilise which should allow us to better and faster complete our turnings.

Thanks Lindsay, yet another great day and much appreciated.

***************************

The next Saturday meeting is 14 September from 10 am.

For further interest or to join in woodturning go to    www.hornsbymensshed.org.au


